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In this work, and by means of micromagnetic simulations, we study the magnetic

properties of toroidal nanomagnets. The magnetization ground state for different

values of the aspect ratio between the toroidal and polar radii of the nanotorus has

been obtained. The hysteresis curves are also obtained, evidencing the existence

of two reversal modes depending on the geometry: a vortex mode and a coherent

rotation. A comparison between toroidal and cylindrical nanoparticles has been per-

formed evidencing that nanotori can accommodate a vortex as the ground state for

smaller volume than cylindrical nanorings. This is important because if vortices are

used as bits of information, nanotori allow a higher density data storage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, nanomagnetism has received strong attention due to advances

in the controlled production of magnetic nanoparticles with several shapes and sizes1–6. The

increasing interest in this area lies on the possibility of using magnetic nanostructures in

diverse applications such as data storage and random access memory devices7 as well as

cancer therapy8, among others. For such applications, but also from the fundamental point

of view, it is important to describe and understand the several aspects behind the static and

dynamic properties of the magnetization. Among the factors that can influence the behavior

of the magnetization, geometry plays an important role1. In this context, magnetic curved

structures such as spheres9–11, cylinders13 and cones14 have been frequently studied focusing

on the influence of the curvature on these structures. From the theoretical point of view,

this interest has been reinforced due to the recent development of a functional that allows

to calculate the exchange energy of nanomagnets with arbitrary shapes15,16. This functional

has been used to study the magnetic properties of non-planar nanomagnets such as Möbius

stripes17, helical wires18 and domain walls in a parabolic local bend of a nanowire19.

Recently it has been shown that curvature can induce changes in the energy of vortices

and skyrmions in a paraboloidal nanoshell, introducing a new characteristic length into the

system. This characteristic length is responsible for a shrunk of the skyrmion to small regions

of the nanomagnet. Besides, the exchange energy of vortices is larger in curved regions of

the nanoparticle20,21. In addition, some theoretical works have pointed out the possibility of

controlling the magnetic state of a nanoparticle by coupling a magnetic field to its curvature,

inducing the formation of 2π-skyrmions on cylindrically-shaped magnetic shells22.

A particular and interesting geometry largely studied is a cylindrical nanoring23–34. One

remarkable feature of such nanorings is the appearance of vortices as the magnetic ground

state for smaller sizes than cylindrical nanodots due to the ring hole, which avoids the for-

mation of the core, diminishing the dipolar energy cost to maintain a magnetic vortex33.

Moreover, the switching mechanism of the vortex circulation depends on the aspect ratio

between the external and internal radii of the nanoring23,34. In this context, it is inter-

esting to understand how the magnetic properties of a small nanoring with the geometry

and topology of a torus change when compared to cylindrical rings. Although cylindrical

rings share the torus topology, its geometry does not, once at the disk and hole borders,
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FIG. 1. Top figure illustrates the geometric parameters describing a torus. The xz-plane is repre-

sented together with R and r defined as the toroidal and polar radii, respectively. Bottom figure

shows a simulated toroidal structures, with R = 14 nm and r = 11 nm, evidencing that the

discretization produces a nanoparticle with smooth surface.

curvature abruptly changes. In addition, the evaluation of magnetostatic energies, which

are very sensitive to the size and geometry of the magnet, seems to be more manageable

for the toroidal geometry due to its smoother curvature. Nevertheless, toroidal nanomag-

nets have been scarcely explored in the literature. In part, this could be associated with

the fact that despite the fabrication of magnetic nanoparticles with different geometries is

already possible2–6, to produce magnetic nanoparticles with toroidal shape is still a hard

task. However, there have been efforts to prepare nanotori in non-magnetic materials. For

instance, carbon nanotori35 and polymer microtori36 have been produced and studied as

potential candidates for contention vessels for applications in nanomagnetism, nanobionic

and nanobiometric devices. Thus, the preparation of magnetic nanotori may soon be a re-

ality. From the theoretical point of view, it has been shown that nanomagnets with this

shape support a vortex state for smaller radius than their cylindrical counterparts37 and a

systematic study about dipolar energy of single domain states on toroidal magnets has been

performed38. Moreover, due to the appearance of two characteristic lengths associated to the
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torus geometry (toroidal and polar radii), it has been shown that a geometrical frustration

leads to a skyrmion instability39,40.

Based on the above, we study the magnetization ground state of ferromagnetic nanotori

by performing micromagnetic simulations using the 3D OOMMF code41 for different aspect

ratios R/r, with R and r the toroidal and polar radii of the toroidal nanomagnet, respectively

(see Fig. 1). A previous analytical study addressed some issues in such structures37, finding

the geometrical parameters for which a vortex configuration represents the magnetization

ground state in toroidal nanomagnets. In this work we go deeper into this topic by showing

that the obtained phase diagram slightly change due to small deviations in the magnetization

that are present in the single domain state. We have also compared the minimum volumes of

nanotori and cylindrical nanorings for which a vortex appears as the magnetization ground

state, searching for higher density data storage. Furthermore, we obtain hysteresis curves of

the magnetic nanotori and identify two different reversal modes, a coherent rotation (CR)

and vortex (V) reversal modes.

II. FORMALISM AND METHODS

For our calculations we use micromagnetism, a model that neglects the atomistic char-

acter of the systems for the description of the static and dynamics of the magnetization,

which is defined as the density of magnetic moments. Under its frame, a magnetic structure

is described as a continuous medium whose magnetic state is defined by the magnetization

vector as a function of the position inside the element. The physical foundation of micro-

magnetics was laid by Landau, Lifshitz42 and Gilbert43, who developed a phenomenological

equation describing the time evolution of the magnetization in a ferromagnet. In this model

the dynamics of the magnetization is determined by the torque acting on the magnetic mo-

ment of each volume element, due to an effective field Heff. The equation, known as the

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, is given by

∂m

∂t
=

γ0

µ0M
m× ∂E

∂m
+ αm× ∂m

∂t
, (1)

where γ0 = µ0|γ| = µ0g|µB|/~, with γ the gyromagnetic ratio, m = M/M
S

is the mag-

netization direction with M
S

the saturation magnetization, E is the free energy density

and α is the dimensionless Gilbert damping parameter. While the first term of Eq. (1)
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FIG. 2. Initial configurations of the magnetization from micromagnetic simulations. From left to

right we show the SDxy, SDz and the in-plane vortex configurations.

describes the precession of the magnetization under the influence of an effective magnetic

field Heff = (−1/µ0MS
)δE/δm, the second one accounts for the relaxation mechanisms that

dissipate energy by making a torque towards the effective field. The effective magnetic field

that each magnetic moment experiments is created by the exchange, dipolar and anisotropy

interactions, as well as the external magnetic field. In our calculations for simplicity we will

consider no anisotropy.

We consider permalloy nanotori of different aspect ratios R/r, and solve Eq. (1) using the

3D Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) package41. The simulations were

run using an exchange constant A = 1.3× 10−11 J/m, a saturation magnetization M
S

= 860

A/m, and a mesh size of 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.2 nm3 which ensures that the magnetic structure

has the toroidal shape even when we consider a small polar radius. For instance, nanotori

with r = 1 nm are 10 cells height and the transversal area of their arms have approximately

78 cells. In Fig. 1 we show a nanotorus with R = 14 nm and r = 11 nm composed by

4,071,252 cells, showing that this discretization generates geometric objects that are not a

superposition of concentric rings with variable radii but very similar to an ideal torus. The

damping constant is assumed zero, however, aiming to allow the system reaches equilibrium,

we have used a torque condition that establishes when to stop the simulations. That is, the

minimum energy state is reached when the torque on the magnetic moments is below 0.01

A/m.

Our simulations were performed starting three different initial configurations: a single

domain along the z-axis direction (SDz), a single domain along the xy-plane direction (SDxy)

and a vortex state (V), illustrated in Fig. 2. We have left the system relax until it reaches

the minimum energy, as explained above. Using the calculated energies we have obtained

a phase diagram for magnetic nanotori with r varying from 1 nm to 13 nm and R from

r + 1 nm to 14 nm. Finally, we have performed micromagnetic simulations to identify the
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FIG. 3. Dipolar energy of toroidal structures after relaxing from from each of the three initial

configurations of the magnetization, for r = 5 nm.

FIG. 4. Illustration of the SDxy state after relaxation for r = 6 nm and (a) R = 12 and (b) 26 nm,

respectively. One can note the presence of small deviations from the purely parallel configuration..

reversal mechanisms of the magnetization for two specific directions of the magnetic field,

z-axis and xy-plane. For the hysteresis calculations and to reduce computational times we

have increased the cell size to 1× 1× 1 nm3 and the damping constant to 0.5. However we

have tested that this change does not induces significant quantitative changes with respect

to results obtained with the initial parameters.
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FIG. 5. Exchange energy for the SDxy and vortex configurations for r = 5 nm. We can note that

while the exchange energy associated to the SDxy state is practically zero, the exchange energy of

the vortex state diverges for small R/r and tends to zero for large R/r.

III. MAGNETIC ENERGY AND PHASE DIAGRAM

We proceed by obtaining the dipolar energy associated to the lower energy states obtained

starting from each of the three initial configurations presented above, SDz, SDxy, and V, as a

function of the aspect ratio. The results for r = 5 nm are shown in Fig. 3. Since in the SDz

and in the SDxy states the exchange energy is the same, the occurrence of one or the other

as the lower energy state depends only on the dipolar energy contribution. Fig. 3 evidences

that the dipolar energy of the SDz state is around twice the dipolar energy associated to

the SDxy configuration, in agreement with results presented in Ref. [37]. Thus, a toroidal

nanomagnet will never assume a SDz ordering, and therefore, we will not consider it from

now on. Despite the dipolar energy of the SDz state varies linearly with the volume of the

nanomagnet, the magnetostatic energy of the SDxy configuration does not follow this linear

behavior. Small deviations from the parallel state of the magnetization, the so called onion

state, ensures the minimization of the energy and the torque condition (see Fig. 4b). In this

way there is a smooth decreasing in the dipolar energy associated to the SDxy configuration.

An analytical model describing these small deviations of the magnetic moments from the

parallel direction can be found in Refs. [37] and [44].

Another interesting point from the analysis of Fig. 3 is that the vortex state presents a
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FIG. 6. Total energy associated to the SDxy and vortex configurations for r = 5 nm.

very small but finite dipolar energy. This non-zero value obeys to the appearance of small

magnetic charges associated to the discretization of the toroidal nanomagnet. Nevertheless,

once the shell size is tiny, this dipolar cost is very small.

The exchange energy associated to each configuration has been also obtained. Since there

is a deviation from the fully saturated state, the exchange energy associated to the SDxy

state is not zero (see Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the values of the exchange energy of the final

state is very small, associated to the fact that the deviations of the magnetic moments from

the saturated in-plane state are small (see Fig. 4). On the other hand, an increasing in the

exchange energy for large R is observed, showing that the larger R/r the larger the deviation

of the magnetization from the parallel state. Besides, and as expected, the exchange energy

of the vortex configuration diverges when the radius of the hole in the torus is very small

(R/r → 1) because in this situation in the internal border of the torus hole the direction

of the magnetization of neighbor magnetic moments differ appreciably. For the opposite

reason, for large values of R the exchange energy associated to the vortex configuration

decreases.

The total energy of the two contributions, dipolar plus exchange terms, is depicted in

Fig. 6 for r = 5 nm allowing to obtain the stable states of the magnetization for nanotori of

different aspect ratios. The crossing of the energies occurs for R/r ∼ 2.3, showing that for

smaller values of the aspect ratio the total energy of the SDxy configuration is smaller, while
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FIG. 7. Phase diagram for nanotori. The white region (yellow on-line) denotes the phase space in

which the vortex state minimizes the magnetic energy. The grey region (pink on-line) denotes the

phase space at which the SDxy is the lower energy state. The solid line represents R = r, that is

the geometrical limits of a tori. The light grey region corresponds to a physically non-realizable

torus

tori with larger aspect ratios, that is, structures with small arm thickness, present vortices

as lower energy configuration.

We have performed equivalent simulations for several values of r and obtained the phase

diagram illustrated in Fig. 7. This diagram shows that the aspect ratio at which the

transition SDxy to vortex occurs diminishes when r increases. That is, the greater r the

smaller the aspect ratio at which the vortex state becomes stable. The phase diagram brings

the data using two dimensionless quantities ξ = R/ζ and ρ = r/ζ, where ζ = 5.3 nm is

the exchange length of permalloy. The results obtained from the micromagnetic simulations

are represented by dots that indicate the transition separating both minimum-energy states.

The line passing through these dots is a fit obtained from the formula

ξ(ρ) = (ρα + β)1/α , (2)

where α and β are adjustable parameters. We used α = 6.548 and β = 140.333.

From the analysis of the phase diagram one can note that thick torus with r/ζ . 2

presents SDxy states. But for r/ζ ≥ 2 the region in which this configuration minimizes the

energy diminishes in a such way that even when R/r ≈ 1, the lower energy configuration

is the vortex. On the other hand, for thin magnetic torus, R/r & 10, the vortex is the

ground state. This phase diagram is very similar to the one presented in Fig. 5 of Ref.
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FIG. 8. (a) Minimum external radius as a function of the height for toroidal and cylindrical

nanorings (CN) that exhibit a vortex as lower energy state. (b) Illustration of the corresponding

volume as a function of the external radius. Dark symbols represent CN while grey (red) symbols

represent nanotori. In this case, toroidal nanoparticles have always lower volume than CN.

[37], obtained from analytical calculations. However, a comparison between both shows

that the SDxy region is slightly shifted in Fig. 7, generating a larger area where SDxy is

the magnetization ground state. This shift in the phase state can be explained by the small

deviations from the fully saturated configuration occurring in the magnetization due to the

curvature of the nanomagnet. That is, when we relax the system starting from a SDxy state,

the final configuration is an onion state, whose magnetic energy is lower than the energy

associated to the purely saturated configuration considered in the theoretical model of Ref.

[37]. In this way, results given in Fig. 7 offer a better description of the magnetization

ground state of a ferromagnetic nanotorus. The self-intercepting torus region in Fig. 7
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represents a torus with R/r < 1, a physically non-relizable structure.

An intriguing aspect of the magnetization configuration of a permalloy nanotorus is that

when r/ζ & 2.5, the vortex state is stable for any aspect ratio R/r ≈ 1.1. Therefore we can

state that the vortex state is stable for any nanotorus whose diameter is larger than 40 nm,

independent of its aspect ratio. On the other hand, if r/ζ . 1, the vortex state appears

only when R/ζ > 2.

Since the torus and the cylindrical ring share the same topology, we have investigated

the dimensions at which the vortex becomes the ground state for nanotorus and cylindrical

nanorings (CN). A CN can be described by three parameters, height hc, external Rc and

internal radii rc. On the other hand, the height of the torus depends on the internal radius in

the form ht = 2r, and then only two parameters are needed to describe the toroidal geometry.

The parameters of a CN and a nanotorus are related by Rc = R+r and rc = R−r and their

volumes are Vc = πhcR
2
c(1 − δ2) and Vt = π2Rh2

t/2, where δ = rc/Rc is the ratio between

the internal and external radii of the CN. To calculate the external radius and volume at

which the vortex state is stable in cylindrical rings, we have used the data from Refs. [33]

and [44], where the phase diagrams for magnetic nanorings with radii δ =0.1, 0.25, 0.533

and 0.844 have been presented.

Fig. 8a illustrates the minimum external radius for nanotori and cylindrical rings at which

we obtain a vortex, for different ring δ values. It can be notice that for small heights, the

torus presents a vortex for smaller radius than the CN. However, when the height increases

the external radius needed to generate a vortex in the torus is larger. This behavior is due

to the intrinsic relation in nanotori between ht and r, in such a way that the increasing of

the height of the torus implies an enlargement of the polar radius. It can be also noted

that the height for which the CN presents a lower external radius than a nanotorus depends

on δ. For instance, thick CN (δ = 0.1) presents an external radius lower than that one

corresponding to a nanotorus when h/ζ ≈ 4.1.

Aiming to compare nanoparticles with similar sizes, we have considered the cases in which

tori and CNs have the same internal and external radii. That is, given a CN characterized

by a particular δ with the smaller possible external radius that can accommodates a vortex,

we compare its volume with the one of a nanotorus with toroidal radius R = Rc − r and

δ = (R− r)/(R+ r). Fig. 8b presents the volumes for both structures as a function of their

external radii. The volumes of the CNs have been calculated from available data33,44 and
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FIG. 9. a) Hysteresis loops for magnetic nanotori with r = 4 nm and small R under an in-plane

magnetic field. b) Hysteresis loops for R = 12nm and different values of r.

are given by dark symbols, while nanotori volumes are given by light symbols. It can be

be noticed that toroidal structures always present lower volumes than CNs. The difference

between the volumes is larger for small δ values, with nanotori having less than a half of

the CN volume for δ = 0.1 and δ = 0.25. Therefore, magnetic nanotori can accommodate

stable vortices for smaller volumes than CNs with the same external dimensions.

IV. HYSTERESIS CURVES AND REVERSAL MODES

After determining the lower energy configurations we focus on the magnetization reversal

processes by looking to the hysteresis curves. Two directions of the external magnetic field

are considered, an in-plane external magnetic field Hx and an out-of-plane external field Hz.

For these situations we look into the metastable states appearing during the magnetization

reversal process. We start obtaining the hysteresis curves under an in-plane magnetic field

acting on the system using the OOMMF code. In Fig. 9a we present the hysteresis loops

for nanotori with r = 4 nm and toroidal radius from 6 nm to 16 nm. Fig. 9b depicts

the hysteresis loops of fix R = 12 nm and r from 4 to 10 nm. All loops exhibit a square

shape with a coercivity that strongly depends only on R, as evidenced by the overlaps of

the hysteresis cycles in Fig. 9b.

To understand this behavior we obtain snapshots of the magnetization for different values

of the magnetic field for a nanotorus with R = 10 nm and r = 4 nm. Our results are
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FIG. 10. Snapshots of the magnetization reversal process of a torus with R = 10 nm and r = 4

nm. In this case, the magnetic moments reverse in a fast process at Hx = -120 mT.

FIG. 11. a) Hysteresis loops for magnetic nanotori with r = 4 nm and large R under an in-plane

magnetic field. b) Hysteresis loops for R = 20 nm and different values of r

presented in Fig. 10. The full data of the reversal process is part of a video included as

Supplementary material45. From the analysis of the video and Fig. 10 it can be observed

that the square loops are result of a coherent and fast reversal of the magnetization. Since

magnetostatic and exchange energies do not change during the rotation, a fast reversion

occurs in order to decrease the larger Zeeman energy, resulting in a hysteresis curve with

a square shape. The lower coercivities associated to fix r and larger values of R -and
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FIG. 12. Snapshots of the magnetization reversal process of a torus with R = 26 nm and r = 4

nm at different filed values

FIG. 13. Hysteresis curves for toroidal nanomagnets with r = 4 nm and different values of R for

a magnetic field pointing along the z-axis.

consequently larger magnetic volumes- are result of the need of a faster rotation of the

magnetic moments to decrease the Zeeman energy. The whole process illustrated in Fig. 10

occurs at Hx = -120 mT.

We also consider large values of R, that is, R ≥ 18 nm. Fig. 11a depict the hysteresis

loops for nanotori with r = 4 nm and different R while Fig. 11b presents the hysteresis

14



FIG. 14. Snapshots of the V reversal mode under an out-of-plane magnetic field. It can be notice

that a) a in-plane vortex appears when the magnetic field is Hz = −55 mT, while b) a coherent

rotation is evidenced for the z component of the magnetization.

loops for R = 20 nm, and r varying from 4 to 19 nm. All these loops exhibit a clear neck

with a coercivity and remanence slightly depending on r. Snapshots of the reversal process

for a torous of R = 26 nm and r = 4 nm are depicted in Fig. 12, while a video of the

full process is included in the Supplementary material45. From the snapshots we observe

that the neck is the result of the nucleation and propagation of a vortex. The reversion

starts with the nucleation of an onion state that generates a vortex that propagates in a

direction perpendicular to the field. As the field increases along the −x-direction the vortex

propagates increasing the magnetization component along the −x-direction in such a way

that it seams to be deformed. In this case there is a strong dependence of the annihilation

field on the r value. The shape of the hysteresis loop is due to the large vortex stability

region in the phase diagram for R ≥ 18 nm.

Finally we have performed micromagnetic simulations for toroidal nanomagnets under

an out-of-plane magnetic field. Our results are illustrated in Fig. 13 evidencing the same
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behavior characteristic of a coherent and a vortex reversal modes. That means, squared and

with neck cycles. However, in this case, the V reversal mode has some differences as compared

to the in-plane field case. Such changes are understood using the magnetization snapshots

shown in Fig. 14 for a nanotorus with R = 20 nm and r = 4 nm. It can be observed that the

vortex nucleates at Hz ∼ −55mT . In this case the in-plane component of the magnetization

forms a vortex, while the out-of-plane component of the magnetization exhibits a coherent

rotation. That is to say, during the reversal process, the magnetization configuration is

well represented by m = mφφ̂ −
√

1−m2
φẑ where mφ is the in plane component of the

magnetization and decreases when the magnetic field increases in the −z-direction. At

the annihilation field the vortex is smoothly deformed until all magnetic moments point

along the z-direction. This smooth transition of the vortex to a SDz state occurs because a

magnetic field pointing along the z-axis direction does not break the azimuthal symmetry

of the vortex.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By performing micromagnetic simulations, we have obtained a phase diagram of a ferro-

magnetic nanotori. The magnetic energy of the final state associated to each one of the three

possible configurations has been calculated, resulting in that a single domain state with the

magnetization pointing along the out-of-plane direction is not possible for any geometrical

parameters. In addition, we have shown that as compared to cylindrical rings, magnetic

nanotori can support a vortex for smaller volumes. Therefore, if a vortex is proposed to

be used as a bit of information, toroidal magnetic nanoparticles could generate more dense

data storage devices. Finally, we have obtained hysteresis loops for toroidal nanomagnets for

in-plane and out-of-plane external magnetic fields. In both cases, depending on the aspect

ratio of the nanoparticle, CR or V reversal modes are observed.
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